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Aquatic Living Culture of Marine and Riverine Ecopolitan

by DR. Ir. Budi Prayitno, M.Eng.
Department of Architecture and Planning
Faculty of Engineering Gadjah Mada University
E-mail address: arsitrop@indo.net.id

Abstract

The land-based metropolises and big cities have caused the disappearance of waterfront cities. The natural environment is suffering extensive deterioration and much of Indonesian aquatic living culture is disappearing.

Hence, the new ideas should be taken to retain the marine and riverine living characteristics and coexistence with the prosperity in the rapidly change habitat for the future generations. New concepts for symbiotic ecopolitan in the archipelagic context are necessary if this phenomena is to be remedied.
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INTRODUCTION

The Indonesian waterfront cities were developed by the exploitation of the aquatic resources. However, today's increasingly modern cities make it imperative that related to the context of symbiosis. This paper shows the proposed idea for future waterfront city design based on the archipelagic paradigm. In the waterfront city development context, the word 'aquatic living culture' is not taken into consideration but it is any government intervention. The government is interested in such new urban development projects of land-based approaches in order to fulfill the basic objective of raising the standard of living, thus, the traditional aquatic settlement and waterfront city have been overlooked.

LAND-BASED AND WATER-BASED CIVILIZATION

In the cosmological model, the series of concentric rings of continents and oceans, reflecting the rise and fall of these continents and oceans and seems to fit with the aquatic symbol of civilization.
The ancient model of canal cities is not only city planning a formal art but the associated symbolism of water people and their aquatic past living values. It was in effect a summary of the total experience of oceans and mountains and the total environment on a macrocosmic level.

Fig.2 A Stone bas reliefs at Borobudur. Showing Indonesian Woden Houses on stilts.

Fig.1 Cosmological Model of Concentric Rings

Fig.3 Metamorphosis of Bojo Floating Settlement (Salipu, A, 2000)

The examples of people living in harmony with the aquatic environment are in Bojo settlement and in Banjarmasin riverine city. The instinct of the people
was thus water-based, and this gave rise to a unique culture. However, the metamorphosis of such aquatic living areas from water-based to a land-based town seems complete. Disappeared are floating living culture and most of canal cities.

**HYBRID CONCEPT: SYMBIOTIC AMPHIBIOUS AND FLOATING CITY**

*Amphibious* settlement was original form for aquatic habitation in the delta plain area. Concerning the morphological city in the earliest period which was located on the aquatic delta area, the most distinctive features are *its low-lying land* and *networks of rivers and canals*. The settlement prototypes are divided into two types, the first is *structural floating* on the water and the second on *stilts* situated along the periphery of the aquatic or land area.

This basic idea of the amphibious settlement may generate 'more hybrid' but *more sustainable* words into the modern context of *aquatic living culture*.

**AQUATIC ECOPOLITAN**

---

Fig. 4 Ancient Model of Water-based Spatial Design

Fig. 5 A Late Seventeenth century water-based Spatial Design
The main consideration of this proposed model is that 'Indonesia is an archipelago, and this is its key point. Sea, Island and People could best represent the nature of archipelascapes in Indonesia. A scenario for harmonizing the water and land (aqua-terra) linkages in the design prototype of ecopolitan may generate the replicated model of amphibious concept of riverine and marine settlement. In this scenario, it would be a minimum hydrological design but more using the ecological approaches. Thus, the living culture makes an 'aquatic' community and not 'hydraulic' community.

Fig. 7 The Image of Modern Waterfront Cities